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Upcoming Sale

The Republic Cere token sale will start on April 13th at 10:00 AM ET (UTC-4), and will run until April 20th at 10:00 
AM ET (UTC-4). Participants will be able to purchase tokens through three options, Public Sale Option A1 
(Republic.co, DAOmaker, Polkastarter) Public Sale Option A2 (Republic.co) and Public Sale Option B 
(Republic.co). 

Public Sale Option A1 - [1 Year Vesting]. This option allows participants to purchase tokens at $0.024/token, 
using a 1 year vesting schedule, with quarterly unlocking, after a 7.7% day 1 unlock. The maximum check size is 
$25.000 USD on Republic.co for the first 3 hours, after which the maximum check size increases to $250.000. 
The maximum check size for the DAO Maker sale is $2.500. The maximum cap for the Polkastarter sale is $500.

Public Sale Option A2 - [1.5 Year Vesting]. This option allows participants to purchase tokens at $0.02/token, 
using a 1.5 year vesting schedule, with quarterly unlocking, after a 7.2% day 1 unlock. The maximum check size is 
$25.000 USD on Republic.co for the first 3 hours, after which the maximum check size increases to $250.000. 
NOTE: This is also the option for the whitelisted audience.

Public Sale Option B - [No Vesting, Fully Unlocked]. This option allows non-US participants to purchase tokens 
at $0.035/token, with no lockups. 

Upcoming Sale

Disclaimer: This document contains "forward-looking statements." Forward-looking statements generally relate to future events or our future performance. 
This includes, but is not limited to, Cere Network’s projected performance; the expected development of its business and projects; execution of its vision 
and growth strategy; and completion of projects that are currently underway, in development or otherwise under consideration. Forward-looking statements 
represent our management’s beliefs and assumptions only as of the date of this presentation. These statements are not guarantees of future performance 
and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks, which may cause actual 
performance and results in future periods to differ materially from any projections expressed or implied herein. Cere Network undertakes no obligation to 
update forward-looking statements. Although forward-looking statements are our best prediction at the time they are made, there can be no assurance that 
they will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on 
forward-looking statements.

The information contained on this document is to serve as a reference only. This document will be amended, waived or modified from time to time and it is 
the sale participant’s responsibility to check for updates.

Sale participants will be required to undergo KYC/AML procedures, including submitting valid identification documents.



Token Offerings

Token Offerings 

Round Price Number Cere Tokens Vesting  (measured from the Token Release Date)

Public Sale Option A1 $0.024 637.500.000 12 Months. 7.7% Unlock at Token Release Date, 23.1 % unlock each three 
following months

Public Sale Option A2 $0.02 200.000.000 18 Months. 7.2% Unlock at Token Release Date, 15.46% unlock each three 
following months

Public Sale Option B $0.035 200.000.000 No vesting

Supporting the Cere sale is the latest step in Republic’s journey to democratize access to deals 
that previously excluded a majority of participants. Republic offers a secure and reliable 
platform to participate in deals that span gaming, real estate and startups, in addition to crypto.

DAOmaker’s DAO Pad is a highly anticipated multi-investment platform that allows DAO 
Maker’s most loyal and diligent community members that stake DAO tokens to participate in a 
variety of public, private, and even seed rounds of funding for projects like Cere, which will be 
the first ever project on DAO Pad.      

Round Price Number Cere Tokens Vesting (measured from the Token Release Date)

Public Sale option A1 $0.024 20.833.333 12 Months. 7.7% Unlock at Token Release Date, 23.1 % unlock each three 
following months

With Polkastarter, decentralized projects such as Cere will be able to raise and exchange 
capital cheap and fast. Users will be able to participate in a secure and compliant environment 
and to use assets that go way beyond the current ERC20 standard. 
     

Round Price Number Cere Tokens Vesting (measured from the Token Release Date)

Public Sale option A1 $0.024 41.666.666 12 Months. 7.7% Unlock at Token Release Date, 23.1 % unlock each three 
following months

Disclaimer: the terms above apply to non-US investors.



Token Distribution

Round Lockup (measured from the Token Release Date) Description

Enterprise Partners 20% quarterly unlock Given Cere’s enterprise adoption focus, the Cere team is working 
closely with industry thought-leaders/influencers to evangelize the 
Cere solution to targeted enterprises in Cere’s focus verticals. 

Developer Outreach 20% quarterly unlock To drive adoption of the Cere Network and its open data 
marketplaces, the developer outreach allocation will be used for 
recruiting reputable network evangelists to pursue their communities 
into joining the Cere Marketplaces, bounty programs, hackathons 
and other developer/engineer related activities.  

Network 
development

18.75% quarterly unlock Network/marketplace development and optimization, Market 
makers, blockchain integrators, partnering projects and other 
ecosystem-related activities.  

Grants Quarterly unlocks over a period of 27 months Cere Network will run various expert Grant campaigns amongst 
developers to embrace the company’s decentralized ethos.

Marketing Quarterly unlocks over a period of 27 months The marketing & community allocation will be used to execute 
(decentralized) community marketing strategies.

Team 2.8% unlock monthly after 9 months Cere Network team

Advisors 5.6% unlock monthly after 9 months Cere Network advisors

Foundation Quarterly unlocks over a period of 27 months Cere Network foundation

Distribution

The following diagram shows the allocation of Cere Tokens that will be included in the genesis block.
 A total supply of 10,000,000,000 Cere Tokens will be created in the genesis block in accordance with the allocations below. 

20,86%
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http://t.me/cerenetwork
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